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We are pleased to present the Carrix Sustainability Report

for the fiscal year ending January 28, 2022.  Despite

facing the unique challenges imposed by the global

pandemic, the environmental teams in the U.S., Canada,

Mexico, and Panama made progress towards the

Company’s objective to actively participate in enhancing

environmental performance in each region. 

INTRODUCTION

 Environmental Action Plan FYE 2022 Update 

 FYE 2022 Sustainability Highlights 

 Carrix Sustainability Strategy Update
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THIS REPORT SUMMARIZES:
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REVIEW OF FYE
2021
SUSTAINABILITY
PROGRESS

Within each region in which we operate, Carrix facilities will

actively participate in enhancing environmental performance

in the marine terminal industry and will incorporate

environmental sustainability best practices into their

operations.  

Raising awareness about Carrix environmental objectives 

Engaging representatives from each terminal 

Providing those representatives with the tools to support their

terminal’s efforts to ensure consistent compliance with

complex regulatory requirements 

In December 2020, the Board approved the Environmental Policy

Statement: 

Environmental Action Plan was adopted in December 2020 that

focuses initially on building a broader and more established

foundation by: 

2021 GRESB Infrastructure Assessment saw our score increase

from 49 to 70, putting Carrix in the top tier of our peer group

Engaged in 8 demonstration projects for near-zero and zero

emissions cargo handling equipment
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1 ENVIRONMENTAL
ACTION PLAN FYE
2022 UPDATE
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ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION PLAN
The Plan: 

 In December 2020, the Carrix Board approved an environmental policy and

action plan, which states that:   

Within each region in which we operate, Carrix facilities will actively
participate in enhancing environmental performance in the marine terminal
industry and will incorporate environmental sustainability best practices into
their operations. 

The action plan specifies in more detail how we plan to work together as an

organization to enhance environmental performance and incorporate

sustainability best practices while allowing for teams that have developed local

programs, such as in our Mexico and Panama operations, to continue to

implement these initiatives. The action plan focuses initially on building a

broader and more established foundation by raising awareness about the

Company’s environmental objectives, engaging representatives from each

terminal, and providing those representatives with the tools to support their

terminal’s efforts to ensure consistent compliance with the complex regulatory

requirements. That strong foundation will then provide a platform upon which we

can continue to build our sustainability efforts based on the unique needs in

each region. 

Identified an environmental representative at each

terminal 

Deployed simple tools to capture quick wins 

Established a compliance baseline for each terminal 

Developed terminal-specific action plans 

Conducted training 

Continually monitored changes in law

The Launch:  

The environmental action plan was launched during the

West Coast Safety meetings in February 2021 with 198

personnel in attendance. The initial launch was limited to

SSA Terminal (SSAT) Container operations on the U.S.

West Coast and SSA Pacific operations in California. The

environmental team continued to roll out the action plan to

rest of the U.S. Conventional division, including

Jacksonville Container Terminal during FYE 2022. 

Progress Highlights:  

Despite the challenges presented by COVID-19 within

weeks of the program’s launch, the environmental team

worked with the U.S. West Coast containers and California

conventional groups to advance the following steps of the

action plan: 
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DEVELOPED TERMINAL
SPECIFIC ACTION PLANS
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As we finalize the Compliance Baseline for each terminal, the

environmental team will work with each environmental

representative to develop an Action Plan for each terminal.

The objective of these plans is to enable terminal

management to understand their compliance obligations

(without having to read all the regulations) and other best

management practices and to provide guidance on how to

achieve success. The Action Plan will identify specific,

actionable tasks, such as establishing a site-specific waste

management program, and the responsible parties at each

terminal. It will also track the progress of each task. The goal

is to empower each terminal to take ownership of the day-to-

day management of their individual action plan with the

continued assistance of the environmental team. This is an

ongoing process. 

ACTION PLAN PROCESS:

Enable management

to understand

applicable regulations

Identify specific,

actionable tasks

Identify

responsible parties

Track progress of

each task

Empower terminals to

take ownership of day-

to-day management
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Staying on top of changes in regulations is critical to our efforts to

ensure we continue to meet or exceed baseline compliance as

well as to our efforts to understand and influence decisions being

made with respect to emerging regulations. Here are a few items

we are currently following:

CONTINUALLY MONITORED
CHANGES IN LAW

CARB (California Air Resources Board) At-

Berth regulation (cold ironing) expansion   

CARB (California Air Resources Board)

Transportation Refrigeration Unit regulation

expansion 

California State Waterboard new stormwater

permit for Commercial, Industrial and

Institutional Facilities in the LA/LB Harbor Area 

CARB (California Air Resources Board) Advanced

Clean Truck regulation being adopted 

Clean Air Action Plans in Los Angeles

(LA), Long Beach (LB), and Seattle   



2 FYE 2022
SUSTAINABILITY
HIGHLIGHTS
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The Washington State Department of Ecology administers the Industrial Stormwater

General Permit which imposes some of the most stringent stormwater quality

requirements in North America. We have secured new vendors and established

maintenance routines for existing stormwater treatment systems at both Terminal 18

and SSAT-Tacoma. These systems require frequent removal of sediment and

replacement of filtration media which represents a substantial cost.  Frequency of

maintenance can be reduced with improved terminal sweeping regimens. 

Northwest Seaport Alliance Terminal 18: In 2021, SSA Terminals completed

Phases 3A and 3B of a five-year Stormwater Treatment project at Terminal 18. This

stormwater treatment project has been a large undertaking for the company, in

collaboration with the Port of Seattle, with a total capital investment of $38.1M, 50%

of which is reimbursed by the Port.

Northwest Seaport Alliance Terminal 5: In collaboration with the Northwest

Seaport Alliance, the SSA environmental team is leading the effort to design and

develop plans for a stormwater treatment system to be installed at Terminal 5.

Construction began in Q1 2021 and continue through the end of 2022.  The project

cost is currently estimated at $33.3M, which will be funded by the Northwest

Seaport Alliance as part of the overall Terminal 5 Berth Modernization Project.

Example of a chemical-based

stormwater treatment system in

service at Terminal 18, Seattle.

Installed during Phase 1 in 2016,

this system has treated over 300

million gallons of stormwater

discharged from approximately

67 acres and consistently

achieves 85 – 95% reduction of

pollutants such as zinc and

copper. 

PACIFIC NORTHWEST
STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

TERMINAL 18

TERMINAL 5
Terminal 5 will utilize the proven treatment technology employed at Terminal 18

to treat a total of 192 acres with 4 systems. 



HAZARDOUS WASTE
MANAGEMENT 
In 2021, we set out a hazardous waste management policy for our terminals in Washington State. This policy empowers individual terminals to

take direct responsibility for managing their hazardous waste processes.

We implemented a new hazardous waste disposal vendor for our operations in Long Beach. This change enabled us to consolidate all activity

under one vendor, vastly improving service and enhancing our waste management capabilities. 
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AIR QUALITY &
DECARBONIZATION

Emissions Inventory: In 2021, Carrix hired Starcrest Consulting to conduct a comprehensive, activity-based emissions inventory for our global

Scope 1 operations. This project, which also includes a roadmap for how Carrix can achieve zero emissions cargo handling equipment, is

scheduled to be complete by the end of 2023. 

Low and Zero Emissions Cargo Handling Equipment: Carrix has been actively working with our vendors and Port authorities on several projects

to develop, test, and deploy zero and near zero-emission technologies, all of which have leveraged significant grant funding. We will continue to

demonstrate new technologies, as they become available, in order to reduce air pollution and greenhouse gases from our operations. 

Renewable Diesel: In April 2021, Carrix implemented renewable diesel (R80/B20) at our container terminals at the Port of Long Beach. Renewable

diesel reduces greenhouse gas emissions by 65% while not requiring equipment modifications or infrastructure improvements and, because of

Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS) credits in California, the cost of renewable diesel is comparable with regular diesel. In 2021 we used 1.2 million

gallons of renewable diesel, eliminating nearly 8,000 metric tons of CO  from our operations. We are working to expand our use of renewable

diesel throughout our California operations .

Carbon Offsets: Purchase carbon offsets from the Bonneville Environmental Foundation for the GHG emissions generated from annual electricity

usage at our PCT and Pier F terminals at the Port of Long Beach.

Collaborative Initiatives: Carrix is working to engage in regional and international collaboratives to further decarbonization of the maritime

industry. 

Opacity Testing: The environmental team developed and implemented a comprehensive Opacity Testing Policy to ensure compliance with

California Air Resources Board (CARB) requirements for annual testing of cargo handling equipment emissions. Carrix Sustainability Report | 2022          11

190
Units of Zero- or

Near-Zero Emissions

Equipment Deployed

38,089
Metric Tons of CO

Eliminated in 2021
2

2
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SUPPORTING VESSEL
SHORE POWER

SSA Terminals has worked closely with our port and carrier partners to support

the use of shore power by ships while at berth. We currently have 19 shore

power capable berths available at 6 facilities on the U.S. West Coast: 

Port of Oakland

Oakland International Container Terminal (OICT): 5 berths

Terminal B63: 3 berths

Port of Long Beach

Pacific Container Terminal (PCT): 5 berths

Pier A: 3 berths

Pier C: 2 berths

Port of Seattle

Terminal 5: 1 berth



CANADA: WESTERN GROUP
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Green Marine Certified: Lynnterm, Squamish Terminals, Victoria Cruise & BCVPC.

Climate Smart Certified: Annual Inventory reporting and emission reduction planning for

Coast 2000, Cowichan Bay, Squamish Terminals and Lynnterm.

Port of Vancouver Non-Road Diesel Emissions Program: Annual reporting and equipment

upgrade program at Lynnterm and Coast2000. Pilot programs underway to replace/trial

mobile equipment at various terminals.

ISO 14001: Environmental management system (EMS) at Lynnterm and Squamish Terminals.

BCorp: In 2022 Western Group will complete a pilot program at PNWTS cruise shuttle

business unit.

Western Group’s terminal, stevedoring and integrated intermodal services business’s have

environmental protection and sustainability as a core component of operations and drivers of

business strategy.

Sustainability Strategy Direction: In 2021 Western Group conducted a gap analysis aligned

with the U.N. Sustainable Development Goals (U.N. SDGs) to formalize its baseline and set a

harmonized approach across its operations for prioritization of sustainability objectives.

Reporting and Certifications:



PANAMA: MANZANILLO
INTERNATIONAL TERMINAL (MIT)
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Between 2016-2021, MIT sponsored 300+ volunteer activities, developed 23

partnerships and 30 sponsorships, and donated 10,100 hours of time by 600+

staff 

In 2020, collected 65,351 pounds of waste for recycling (including paper,

cardboard, electronics, cans, and scrap metal) 

Reforested 4.48 hectares of land with native species and mangroves 

Supported local communities through initiatives including: renovation of sports

fields in Puerto Pilón, donation of uniforms for club Atlantis Swimming, renovation

of playgrounds at the Las Aldeas S.O.S. orphanage, and building aqueducts in

Giral and Limón to provide clean water. 

Manzanillo International Terminal (MIT) in Panama became a signatory to the U.N.

Global Compact in 2009 and has developed a comprehensive corporate social

responsibility (CSR) program that is aligned with the U.N. Sustainable Development

Goals (U.N. SDGs). Highlights of MIT’s CSR program include: 

MIT’s annual CSR reports can be found on the U.N. Global Compact website.

https://www.unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/participants/6355-Manzanillo-International-Terminal-Panama-S-A-


In Manzanillo, in addition to converting all the RTG cranes from diesel to electricity, the terminal has also

changed all the A/C coolant from R22 to R438A to reduce contamination on existing equipment. 

In Tuxpan, all of the yard lines are already electric. Additionally, where the terminal was designed around the

existing mangrove forests, we hired an environmental agency to help care for the mangroves and ensure they

continue to thrive alongside our operations. We have also asked the agency to study the development of the

full Ramsar (wetland) area close to our terminal.  

In Lazaro, the company is reforesting an area in the neighborhood of the terminal. 

SSA Mexico is also in the process of changing all the lights in its facilities to LED to reduce energy consumption.

SSA MEXICO
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SP-SSA International Terminal (SSIT) is located on the Thi Vai River in the Ba Ria Vung Tau Province.  

SSIT has completed several sustainability initiatives, including:

Replacement of halogen flood lights on RTG beams and ship-to-shore crane trolleys with LED,

reducing electrical consumption and increase useful life of lighting infrastructure. SSIT is planning

to replace all halogen flood lights on ship-to-shore cranes and RTGs with LED lighting in the near

future.

Utilize oil analysis to replace oil in terminal equipment when it is needed, instead replacing oil at

defined periodic intervals. SSIT completed a study to clean hydraulic oil by offline filter and test and

fill additives to increase oil life cycle of equipment.

Installed a new 50m3 wastewater treatment unit.

Support the local community by providing scholarships to Phu My junior high school for

outstanding students and students having difficult situations during the school year.

SP-SSA INTERNATIONAL TERMINAL
(SSIT) VIETNAM
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3 CARRIX
SUSTAINABILITY
STRATEGY UPDATE
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Next Steps:

Carrix is working to finalize and adopt our Carrix

Sustainability Strategy 2030 by the end of FYE 2023.

Carrix will continue to implement our Sustainability Plan

2021-2023. This includes piloting Green Marine

certification at our C60 container terminal in Long Beach

and our conventional terminal in West Sacramento, with

our first certification to be submitted in early 2023. If

successful, we will evaluate expanding Green Marine to

additional terminals along the U.S. West Coast.

OPPORTUNITIES &
CHALLENGES FOR
FYE 2023

Obstacles:

Our work to develop a comprehensive, activity-based emissions inventory for

our cargo handling equipment globally is just the first step on our journey to

reduce air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions from marine terminal

operations. The lack of low and zero-emissions cargo handling equipment

technologies, as well as on and off-terminal infrastructure to support them,

present a significant obstacle towards the decarbonization of our operations.

Additionally, the supply shortages of semi-conductors is resulting in long wait

times and canceled orders for new equipment, further complicating our

efforts to reduce emissions.

Availability of renewable diesel outside of California, which benefits from their

low-carbon fuel standard (LCFS) program by bringing the cost to parity with

conventional off-road diesel, is also a challenge to lowering our air emissions

footprint. Currently, there are not sufficient supplies, nor suppliers willing to

commit to volume requirements, to allow us to expand our use of renewable

diesel outside of California.
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CARRIX
SUSTAINABILITY PLAN
The Carrix Sustainability Plan 2021-2023 is focused on laying the

groundwork necessary to build a comprehensive sustainability

strategy for our global operations. By the end of 2023, Carrix will focus

on the top priorities to build capabilities and establish baselines for

each focus area. The identified priorities include: 

Resource Conservation

Establish a 2021 baseline for waste generation and energy and water

consumption at Carrix buildings in the U.S.

Air Quality & Decarbonization

Establish a baseline emissions inventory for owned equipment for criteria

pollutants (NOx, SOx, VOC, PM) and greenhouse gases. 

Develop a zero emissions roadmap for our owned equipment. 

Evaluate expanding use of renewable diesel throughout our U.S. operations.
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Reporting & Certifications

We currently report annually to the Global ESG Benchmark for Real Assets

(GRESB) for our U.S. West Coast container operations, as well as participate in

the annual Blackstone Carbon Accounting Program. 

Joined Green Marine in March 2022 and will pilot their Terminal Certification at

one Container terminal (C60) and one Conventional Terminal (West

Sacramento). 

Develop a knowledge library to support sustainability questions in RFPs. 

Many of our international operations independently participate in certification

programs including Green Marine, ISO, and Climate Smart.

Conduct a comprehensive review of permit, regulatory and lease requirements for all our

operations in the U.S.

Environmental Compliance

External Engagement

Employee Engagement & Change Management

Develop an international engagement strategy to determine which

collaborative initiatives designed to decarbonize freight transport and

maritime operations we should engage in. 

Conduct regular meetings with key external stakeholders. (ports, JV Partners).

Continue to engage in the development of all relevant port programs and

federal and state regulations.

Expanding training to include the ‘Anti-Bribery and Corruption’ and ‘Code of

Conduct’ training modules from NAVEX Global Risk Management; to be

deployed to relevant Carrix employees beginning in 2022.

Ethics & Corruption

Continue including environment/sustainability to the meeting agendas for the Board,

executive leadership, and terminal management .

Mapping of sustainability points of contact for U.S. and International operations. 

Expand internal communication to more effectively share sustainability updates.

Review procurement policies to identify areas to further integrate sustainability principles.
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Carrix is currently developing our Sustainability Strategy 2030, which builds on

the Carrix Sustainability Plan 2021-2023 to establish a comprehensive approach

to incorporating environmental, social, and governance (ESG) into Carrix global

operations while growing our business. 

We recognize that our diverse operations and geographic locations require

different degrees of engagement on sustainability and that some of our facilities

are more advanced than others. The Carrix Sustainability Strategy 2030 sets the

baseline for which we will globally aspire to, while allowing for facilities to

continue to meet the needs of their operations by exceeding these goals. We will

utilize our annual sustainability report to highlight the work of our teams around

the world.  

CARRIX SUSTAINABILITY
STRATEGY 2030



FOR QUESTIONS, PLEASE CONTACT:

THANK YOU

Kelly Garber 
Environmental Director 

kelly.garber@ssamarine.com 

Sarah Mouriño 
Sustainability Director 

sarah.mourino@ssamarine.com
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